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With large organisations
undergoing mass layoffs now
is the perfect opportunity for
companies to refocus their
efforts on growth and look
towards hiring top tech talent. 

Despite these current
challenges, the technology
industry in Australia is
expected to experience an
average annual growth of 5.5%
in its workforce over the next
five years.

This presents a unique
opportunity for companies to
invest in their future and
secure top talent in a rapidly
growing industry.

The potential for growth and
success is there, and by
investing in the right people,
companies can set themselves
apart and lead the way in this
exciting industry.

Georgie Hubbard and
Pam Caldwell

Directors
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MARKET
INSIGHTS
Australia's technological future is brimming with potential as businesses embrace and
integrate cutting-edge technologies such as autonomous systems, robotics, and artificial
intelligence to boost their efficiency and competitiveness.

With the technology sector outpacing employment growth in other industries, the number of
technology workers in Australia is poised to reach new heights. According to projections from
the ACS in the Australian Digital Pulse 2022, the technology workforce in Australia is expected
to surpass one million workers by 2024 and continue to expand, reaching nearly 1.2 million by
2027.

At present, technology workers make up 6.7% of the Australian workforce, but this figure is
projected to grow to 8.5% in 2027. This growth is largely driven by an influx of international
workers, who will help to further propel the technology sector.

Over the next four years, the number of technology workers in Australia is expected to
increase by an impressive 330,000, resulting in an average annual growth rate of 5.5%. This is
significantly higher than the forecasted growth rate for the broader Australian workforce,
which is expected to grow by just 1.6% per annum over the same period.

Furthermore, the steady rise in job advertisements for technology sector roles, currently up
66% between 2019 and 2022, bodes well for continued growth and development in the
industry.

Occupational Grouping 2021 2027 Av annual growth 21' - 27'

ICT Management & Operations 288,851 414,160 6.2%

ICT Technical & Professional 336,809 492,788 6.5%

ICT Sales 36,778 37,376 0.3%

ICT Trades 87,948 110,354 3.9%

Electronic Trades & Professionals 3,093 4,980 4.1%

ICT Industry Admin & Logistics support 115,979 139,611 3.1%

Total Technology Workers 870,268 1,199,270 5.5%

*ACS Australia's Digital Pulse 2022
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TECH 
ADOPTION
As the technology landscape continues to evolve, it's important for companies to not only stay

up-to-date, but also to be aware of how they compare to their peers. The Technology Adoption

Roadmap for Midsize Enterprises between 2022 and 2024 provides valuable insight into the

technology adoption trends of other companies in the same industry. By collaborating with IT

leaders from over 400 MSEs, this roadmap tracks the deployment stage, enterprise value, and

deployment risk of 53 technologies, giving your company the opportunity to assess its own

technology adoption journey and make informed decisions for the future.

Enterprise Value
The value factor awarded to each

technology is based on the analysis of

value driver including increasing cost

efficiency, improving speed and agility,

enabling resilience, and enhancing

employee productivity

Low Medium High

Deployment Risk
The risk factor awarded to each

technology is based on the analysis of

potential risks posed, including

cybersecurity risks, implementation

cost, talent availability, vendor supply

chain disruption and geopolitical risks

Low Medium High

*Gartner 2022-2024 Technology Adoption Roadmap for Midsize Enterprises
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As reported in the 2021-2022 ICT Employment and Remuneration Report, the top priorities for
ICT professionals in the workplace were assessed. Participants were asked to rank various
priorities in order of importance, and the results showed that remuneration topped the list,
closely followed by job satisfaction and job security. The following priorities were all ranked
similarly on average, but with a notable gap in importance compared to the top three.

Furthermore, ICT professionals are well-equipped to anticipate the issues that are likely to
impact their workplace in the upcoming year and have a significant impact on employers and
the wider economy. When asked about the expected significance of several key issues, the
results showed that data breaches/data security/data protection was deemed the most
pressing concern, with 88.3% indicating that it would likely be an important or very important
issue in their workplace.

Organisational data management standards came in second place, with 83.6% of respondents
rating it as important or very important. Business intelligence and analytics followed closely
behind, with 70.3% of respondents indicating its importance.

Ranking Priority

1 Remuneration

2 Job Satisfaction

3 Job Security

4 Work/Life Balance

5 Flexible Working Arrangments

WORKPLACE
PRIORITIES

*2021-2022 ICT Employment and Remuneration Report
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Over the next 5 years 12% of the ICT workforce plan to leave the industry, whilst 5.1% is only
temporarily, 6.9% intend to leave permanently.

The most common reason for people wanting to leave the profession was workplace culture
issues. Pursuing another career was another common reason cited alongside a lack of
recognition or opportunities.

Employers of ICT professionals need to be aware of the risk of losing talented staff when they
fail to provide a positive workplace environment and/or do not promote and support career
develop opportunities for those professionals.

Ranking Priority

6 Positive Workplace Culture

7 Career Progression

8 Continuing Professional Development

9 Option to Work Remotely 

10 Challenging Workloads
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*2021-2022 ICT Employment and Remuneration Report
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No Intention to Leave
88%

Permanently
6.9%

Temporarily
5.1%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Workplace Culture Issues 

To pursue another career 

Lack of recognition or opportunities 

Lack of career advancement 

Poor pay 

Discrimination or bias in the workplace 

Lack of flexible work options 

insecure work 

Retirement 

Parenthood 

Illness 

Reasons for intention to leave profession

Proportion of ICT professionals that intend to leave profession

Currently, the attrition rate for female technology workers is double that of men.

In the ICT industry, 7.1% of females are contemplating taking a break temporarily, while this
number stands at 5.7% for males. The disparity becomes even more pronounced when
considering permanent departures, with 17.9% of female workers considering leaving the ICT
field, as opposed to only 12.6% of men. This highlights the need for a closer examination of the
factors contributing to this disparity and efforts to address it.

Intentions by Gender

Currently, the attrition rate for female technology

workers is double that of men.*
*Deloitte Access Economics 2021 Australia's Digital Pulse
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The benefits of workplace diversity are well-documented and can bring a multitude of
advantages to both companies and the economy as a whole. Not only can it lead to financial
gains like higher revenue and profitability, but it also fosters non-financial benefits like
enhanced productivity and innovation.

Studies have shown that organizations with a diverse workforce tend to outperform those that
lack diversity. A recent Deloitte report estimates that by increasing the representation of
women in the technology industry, the Australian economy could see an annual benefit of $1.8
billion over the next 20 years, equating to a net present value of $11 billion.

Diversity is a wide-ranging concept that encompasses multiple aspects, including gender,
ability, age, cultural background, sexual orientation, neurodiversity, and more. By embracing
diversity in all its forms, organisations can create an inclusive and dynamic workplace that
leverages the strengths of all its employees.

DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION
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Businesses have better financial
performance and higher market value
with gender-diverse company boards
and senior executives.
Greater gender diversity is associated
with improved productivity and
innovation
Companies in the top quartile for
gender diversity were 15% more likely
to have financial returns above their
industry median.

Gender Diversity & Sexual Orientation

Research found that there is a positive
correlation between productivity and
diversity in ability.
People with a disability have been
shown to take fewer days off, take less
sick leave and stay in jobs longer than
other workers.

Diverse in Ability:

Businesses in the top quartile for racial
and ethnic diversity were 35% more
likely to have financial returns above
their industry median.
Businesses with high racial diversity in
upper and lower management have 1.32
times higher levels of productivity than
firms with low racial diversity.

Racial Diversity

Neurodiverse individuals are often
highly talented and skilled in areas such
as mathematics, pattern recognition,
and complex problem-solving.
Neurodiverse teams have been found to
be 30% more productive than other
teams.
Managers at SAP say their
neurodiversity programs have led to
productivity gains, quality
improvements, greater innovation and
higher employee engagement.

Neurodiversity

*Benefits of Diversity: Australia's Digital Pulse 2022

Benefits of a Diverse Workforce
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The technology workforce is more diverse in terms of cultural and linguistic diversity, sexual
orientation, and neurodiversity when compared to professional services workers as a whole.
However, when it comes to gender, age, ability status, and location of workers, the technology
workforce has room for improvement. 
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The Present Landscape:

Technology Workers
Professional Services

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Is made up by women 

Is aged 55+ 

Is aged under 25 

Were born overseas 

Speak another language 

Live in regional areas 

Identify as non-hetrosexual 

Identify as neurodivergent 

Reported needing
assistance with core

activities

Definition
% of Workforce that

How does technology
compare?

Gender

Social
Characteristic

Age

Ability
Status

Cultural &
linguistic
diversity

Identify as being of
Aboriginal and/or Torres

Strait Islander origin

First Nations
Australians

Location

Sexual
Orientation

Neurodiversity

Comparison of diversity measures in the technology sector and professional
services:

Despite the various barriers to diversity in the workplace, it is essential to address them in
order to bring in a more inclusive range of workers to the technology industry and reap the
benefits that come with it. One of the primary obstacles to diversity is discrimination
.
Although the Australian Human Rights Commission received over 15,000 enquiries and 3,100
complaints related to discrimination in 2020-2021, it is believed that many cases go
unreported. In fact, a study found that only one-third of workers who experience
discrimination file a complaint with their workplace or relevant institution.

Data from an employee survey reveals that a staggering 58% of workers in the ICT Sector
have experienced some form of discrimination in their careers, higher compared to the
estimate of 30% of workers in the general Australian workforce. The most common forms of
discrimination cited in the survey include lack of support from leadership (33%), limited
opportunities for promotion or pay raise (30%), lack of recognition for their contributions
(27%), and unequal pay compared to colleagues with similar skills and responsibilities (27%).

https://ch.solutions/
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Forms of discrimination experienced by employees throughout their careers:

58%

Employees who have experience some form of discrimination in their careers

30%
Workers in ICT General Australian Work Force

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Lack of support from leadership 

Unfair allocation of tasks 

Workplace harassment 

Insufficient workplace accessibility 

Other 

Unsure/prefer not to say 

None of the above 

Insufficient opportunities for
a promotion/pay rise

My contributions and capabilities are
not recognised and compared to others

Paid less than someone in an
equivalent role with similar

skills/experience/responsibilities

The impact of discrimination on individuals can be severe and long-lasting. Discrimination has
been linked to a higher risk of mental health issues, such as anxiety and depression, which can
significantly impact an individual's overall well-being and relationships.

The effects of discrimination extend beyond just the individual and can also have a significant
impact on the company. Employees who experience discrimination are 2x more likely to leave
their job in the near future, leading to a high turnover rate and increased costs for the company. 

This can also harm the company's reputation, making it difficult to attract and retain top talent
in the future.

To mitigate the negative impact of discrimination in the workplace, companies can implement
a comprehensive diversity and inclusion program that includes training for all employees, clear
policies against discrimination and harassment, and avenues for reporting and addressing
incidents of discrimination. Encouraging open and respectful communication among all
employees, promoting a diverse and inclusive work environment, and regularly evaluating and
updating policies can help create a workplace culture that values and respects all individuals,
regardless of their differences. Furthermore, providing support and resources for employees
who have experienced discrimination can also go a long way in promoting a positive and
inclusive work environment.

Additionally, participating in and supporting initiatives that promote diversity and inclusion in
the wider community can also help create a positive impact and promote a culture of respect
and inclusion.
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A strong employer brand is key to making better hires. Research by LinkedIn found that a
strong employer brand can reduce an organisation’s turnover by 28% and reduce the cost to
hire by 50% while yielding 50% more qualified applicants. When you prioritise building an
employer brand that sets expectations for potential candidates, you'll start attracting
applicants who are inspired by your mission and values and can envision themselves
contributing to them.

Your employer brand is not just a tool for talent acquisition, it’s reflected throughout the
candidate experience. To ensure harmony between brand messages and actions, showcase
your unique company culture and values through your careers page, social media, videos,
podcasts, blog posts, brochures, and anywhere else potential employees might discover your
brand. This will give candidates a broad understanding of your company and a consistent
message across all channels.

The values and principles that you advocate through your employer brand need to be
sustained in your employee experience. Your new employees will notice if you abandon the
promises you made during the hiring stage. Candidates should be able to determine if your
company environment is one where they’ll thrive early on in the candidate journey. This
means being upfront about your values and who you are as an organisation and providing a
candidate experience that aligns with the messaging that originally caught their attention.
Your employee experience shapes your brand and finding the best candidates for your open
roles depends on it.

MAKING BETTER
HIRES
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When hiring, it's essential to assess not just the candidate's credentials but also their
overall fit with the company culture and values. This will help ensure that the new
hire will be comfortable and productive in their role and be a good cultural fit for the
team. You can gauge the fit by considering factors such as their personality,
communication style, work habits, and values.

2. Develop a Strong Employer Brand:

A strong employer brand can significantly impact your ability to attract and retain
employees. It's crucial to have a clear and compelling brand that accurately
represents your company culture and values. This can be achieved by promoting
your company's unique selling points, such as flexible work arrangements or
opportunities for growth and development. Highlighting the positive aspects of your
company culture can help attract more qualified candidates and reduce turnover.

8 actionable points for making better hires

 Consider the Overall Fit of the Candidate:1.
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3. Reflect Your Employer Brand in Every Stage of the Employee
Lifecycle:

Your employer brand should be reflected in every stage of the employee experience,
from the initial recruitment process to ongoing employee engagement and
professional development. This includes being honest about your company culture,
including the less glamorous aspects, and ensuring that the candidate experience
aligns with your values and messaging. Consistency in branding across all touch
points helps build trust and credibility with both candidates and employees.

4. Highlight What Makes Your Company Unique:

To stand out in a competitive job market, it's important to promote what makes your
company unique. This could be your company's mission, values, work environment,
or benefits. Make sure to highlight these elements in your recruitment materials and
company website to give potential candidates a clear understanding of what it's like
to work at your company.

5. Be Honest About Your Company Culture:

It's essential to be upfront about your company culture, including the less glamorous
aspects. This can help attract the right candidates who will thrive in your company
environment. By providing an accurate representation of what it's like to work at your
company, you can reduce the likelihood of disappointment and turnover down the
line.

6. Align the Candidate Experience with Your Employer Brand:

The candidate experience should align with the values and messaging of your
employer brand. This includes ensuring that your recruitment process, from the
initial job posting to the offer stage, is consistent with your company culture and
values. By providing a positive and transparent candidate experience, you can build a
strong relationship with potential hires and leave a lasting impression.

7. Sustain Promises Made During the Hiring Stage:

It's crucial to sustain the promises made during the hiring stage in the employee
experience. This means following through on promises related to benefits, work-life
balance, and professional development opportunities. Keeping your promises will
help build trust with employees and reinforce your employer brand.

8. Be Upfront About Your Values and Company Environment:

Being upfront about your values and company environment in every stage of the
candidate journey can help attract the right candidates and build trust. This includes
sharing information about your company culture, values, and benefits in job postings
and throughout the recruitment process. By being transparent about what it's like to
work at your company, you can attract the right candidates and set realistic
expectations from the outset.

https://ch.solutions/
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To effectively build and sustain a strong employer brand, it's important to take a holistic
approach. This includes not only creating a positive candidate experience, but also delivering
on your promises once someone joins your team. To do this, companies should be focusing on
fostering a supportive work environment where employees feel valued and can grow in their
careers. This might involve offering professional development opportunities, providing
competitive benefits packages, and promoting a healthy work-life balance.

Finally, it's important to continuously monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of your employer
brand. This can be done by regularly surveying employees to gauge their satisfaction,
collecting feedback from candidates who applied but did not get hired, and tracking metrics
such as turnover rates and employee engagement. By continuously fine-tuning your employer
brand, you can ensure that you're attracting and retaining top talent who are aligned with
your values and mission, and that your employees are proud to work for your company.
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YOUR TRUSTED
RECRUITMENT PARTNERS

Pam and the CH team have been an essential part of nurturing the growth of
our business - in particular during the first years as a startup. Pam’s
differentiator is her ability and willingness to understand our business, it’s
culture and strategic direction. She has been successful in helping us achieve
our own success. I would have no doubt recommending her to other firms
looking to attract the right talent to their own organisation. 

Christopher Carydias
Founder & Managing Director - Lexicon, an Endava Company

In what can, at times, be a crowded tech recruitment market, Pam, Georgie,
and the CH team have stood out to me from day 1, and placed a number of
strategic hires into my teams. The team is highly-personable, extremely
dedicated, and genuinely aware of what good talent looks like across all key
tech and digital verticals. Absolutely my go-to for talent sourcing.

Stu French
Chief Digital Officer - Versent

Pamela and the team at CH are the first people I go to when I need a difficult
position filling or I have time constraints and need a contractor quickly. She's
a trusted partner and has secured top talent for us across the business from
Juniors to Senior Leaders. We have had some tricky requirements in the past
but she is always very patient, solution-oriented and finds the right people for
our business. CH Solutions is a pleasure to partner and work with, giving
consistent updates and feedback on the process when needed, they're
supportive and go that extra mile to get the job done to the highest standard.
(On Pam), she is one of the best recruiters and leaders I have dealt with, I
couldn't recommend Pamela highly enough! Not only do I get the best talent
in the market for our business but Pamela makes sure there's lots of fun and
laughter along the journey. 

Karen Johnson
Head of Talent - Unico (now part of CGI)
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Pam Caldwell
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